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A B S T R A C T   

Accurate characterization of Last Interglacial (MIS 5e; ~129–116 ka) sea level is important for understanding ice 
sheet sensitivity to climate change, with implications for predicting future sea-level rise. Here we present a 
record of MIS 5e sea level based on high-precision U-series ages of 23 corals with precise elevation measurements 
from reefs around Crooked Island, Long Cay, Long Island, and Eleuthera, The Bahamas. Rigorous screening 
criteria identified the most pristine samples, and nearly all samples show a narrow δ234Uinitial range between 
143.8 and 151.3‰. We infer global mean sea level (GMSL) from these local observations by correcting them for 
glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) and long-term subsidence. For GIA, we consider a range of ice histories and 
Earth viscosity structures. We identify, via Bayesian inference, the range of isostatic and GMSL histories that are 
consistent with MIS 5e observations across The Bahamas. When applying an open-system correction to our ages, 
we find that MIS 5e GMSL likely peaked higher than 1 m, but very unlikely exceeded 2.7 m. Our posterior GMSL 
is lower than previous estimates, but consistent with recent results of modeling and observations. Additionally, 
sea level observations at other locations (Seychelles, Western Australia, Yucatan) are only slightly above/within 
the 95% range of predicted local sea level, i.e., GIA plus GMSL, for our open-system/closed-system results. Our 
relatively constant MIS 5e GMSL indicates that Greenland and Antarctica melted beyond their present extents 
and, given the insolation forcing, that their contributions to GMSL were likely out-of-phase. These results 
indicate that the ice sheets may be very sensitive to regional temperature, which has important implications for 
their combined impact on global sea levels at a time when greenhouse gases increases are causing simultaneous 
warming at both poles.   

1. Introduction 

Substantial sea-level rise is projected by the end of the 21st century 
under almost all climate-warming scenarios (Garbe et al., 2020; Horton 
et al., 2020). However, the amount that the present-day Greenland 
(GrIS) and Antarctic (AIS) ice sheets will melt in the coming decades to 
centuries, and the speed of that melt, remains uncertain (Fox-Kemper 
et al., 2021; Pattyn et al., 2018; Slater et al., 2020). To calibrate ice sheet 
models used to constrain the future stability of the GrIS and AIS and the 
corresponding sea-level rise, scientists draw on evidence from past 
interglacial periods when Earth’s climate was hotter than today 
(DeConto and Pollard, 2016; Fischer et al., 2018). The Last Interglacial 

(Marine Isotope Stage (MIS) 5e; ~129–116 thousand years ago, ka) is an 
important calibration target because global mean surface temperatures 
were similar or slightly higher than today and comparable with low-end 
21st century projections (0.5–1.5 ◦C higher than pre-industrial values 
(Fox-Kemper et al., 2021)). Knowledge of sea-level change during MIS 
5e can therefore provide valuable insight into likely patterns of future 
sea-level rise (Gilford et al., 2020; IPCC, 2013). 

Yet the timing, magnitude, and evolution of sea-level change during 
MIS 5e are subjects of ongoing debate. Common MIS 5e global mean sea 
level (GMSL) scenarios include one early (Dutton et al., 2015; Polyak 
et al., 2018) or late (O’Leary et al., 2013; Stocchi et al., 2018) sea-level 
peak, two peaks (Kopp et al., 2009), or multiple sea-level highstands 
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(Thompson et al., 2011; Thompson and Goldstein, 2005). Major diffi-
culties in resolving this debate include finding pristine MIS 5e sea-level 
indicators and a deficiency in our understanding of Earth deformation 
processes, such as glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) and dynamic 
topography, which alter local sea level relative to the global mean 
(Austermann et al., 2017; Dendy et al., 2017; Raymo et al., 2011). 
Previous GMSL estimates had been converging on values of 5–10 m 
above present sea level (Dutton et al., 2015; Dutton and Lambeck, 2012; 
Fox-Kemper et al., 2021; Kopp et al., 2009 and references therein). 
However, recent reconstructions based on both observations and ice 
sheet modeling suggest that MIS 5e GMSL might have been lower than 
this range (Clark et al., 2020; Dyer et al., 2021; Polyak et al., 2018). 
These recent results imply that polar ice sheets may have been less 
susceptible to melting than previously thought, or, as we propose here, 
that Antarctica and Greenland were out-of-phase with one another 
during this time interval, a pattern also suggested by others (i.e., Dyer 
et al., 2021; Rohling et al., 2019). Here we present a set of well-dated 
sea-level records that provide more accurate estimates for the magni-
tude and timing of MIS 5e GMSL, which can be used to test and calibrate 
ice-sheet models and ultimately to improve projections of the sea-level 
rise by 2100 and beyond. 

The Bahamian Archipelago is an excellent place to study sea-level 
changes during MIS 5e because i) it is an area experiencing minimal 
tectonic activity (Carew and Mylroie, 1995), where long-term subsi-
dence can be constrained using subsurface core data (McNeill, 2005); ii) 
the islands form a transect across the southeastern edge of the Lauren-
tide ice sheet peripheral bulge, and hence variations in relative sea level 
across the archipelago caused by GIA can be used to constrain mantle 
viscosity and past ice history (Dyer et al., 2021); iii) different types of 
sedimentary deposits that accumulated on these carbonate islands pro-
vide an excellent record of past sea-level fluctuations (Chen et al., 1991; 
Hearty et al., 2007; Muhs et al., 2020; Skrivanek et al., 2018; Thompson 
et al., 2011); and iv) some of these sea-level indicators can be dated 
precisely using radiometric methods. 

The majority of extant MIS 5e relative sea-level estimates from The 
Bahamas are obtained using fossil coral reefs. A total of 200 U-series 
ages from 142 unique coral specimens sampled from emergent MIS 5e 
reef deposits on Abaco Island (Hearty et al., 2007), New Providence 
(Muhs et al., 2020), Great Inagua, and San Salvador (McNeill, 2005; 
Skrivanek et al., 2018; Thompson et al., 2011) have been compiled by 
Chutcharavan and Dutton (2021). Unfortunately, coral skeletal material 
is highly susceptible to post-depositional alteration, particularly after 
exposure to seawater or meteoric water flow (e.g., Thompson et al., 
2003). Therefore, the U-series measurements must be carefully evalu-
ated before they can be used to constrain a fossil coral age. Applying 
strict geochemical screening criteria to remove data that have been 
altered through open-system behavior (corals that gained or lost ura-
nium and thorium since the deposition time; Chutcharavan and Dutton, 
2021; Dutton and Lambeck, 2012; Hibbert et al., 2016; Scholz and 
Mangini, 2007) has resulted in the rejection of the vast majority of 
published U-series data. Hence, more robust chronologies of Bahamian 
fossil corals, which can constrain GIA model parameters and reduce the 
uncertainty in inferred GMSL, are needed. In this paper we add to the 
database and present the first high-precision U-series ages of fossil 
corals, along with detailed elevation measurements, from Crooked Is-
land, Long Cay, Long Island, and Eleuthera. We provide: i) a recon-
struction of relative sea level (RSL) based on detailed field observations 
with precise elevation measurements and reliable high-precision U–Th 
ages from islands that have not been previously explored for this pur-
pose. We only include in our analysis fossil corals that were found in 
growth position and passed a strict preservation screening criteria 
(detailed in Materials and Methods) which allows us to provide a 
high-quality set of U-series data; ii) an interpretation of these local data 
in terms of GMSL by correcting for both GIA and long-term subsidence. 
One major difference between our analysis and previous studies is an 
extensive assessment of GIA, which includes a large suite of viscosity 

structures and a variety of MIS 6 ice configurations. Combining our new 
results with existing data allows us to better constrain GMSL during MIS 
5e and evaluate whether or not it oscillated; iii) we take this analysis a 
step further and draw inferences, based on the GMSL results, for the 
sources of MIS 5e sea-level high-stand. Lastly, as we build on the 
approach of Dyer et al. (2021), our work constitutes a test of their results 
with new independent data, which adds more confidence to their model. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Geologic setting of the surveyed islands, sample location and 
elevation 

The Bahamian archipelago includes over 700 islands and cays that 
extend for more than 1000 km along a northwest-southeast trend, from 
Florida to the Greater Antilles (Fig. 1a). The islands are dominated by 
two landforms accumulated during MIS 5e: aeolian dunes deposited 
above sea level, and extensive limestone flats that precipitated under-
water and exhibit marine features including corals, herringbone cross- 
stratification, coated grains, and subtidal trace fossils (Dyer et al., 
2021; Garrett and Gould, 1984; Mylroie, 2008). Fossil corals dated to the 
Last Interglacial period are found on platform edge reefs, in lagoonal 
patch reefs up to 10 m wide, and as isolated corals on the flanks of 
lithified dunes. The islands have a diversity of depositional environ-
ments, with higher energy features, such as barrier reefs, more common 
on the windward margin (east), and muddy mangrove-filled tidal creeks 
more common on the leeward margin (west; Berkeley and Rankey 
(2012); Shinn et al. (1969)). 

In this work we present new observations and dates from Crooked 
Island, Long Cay, Long Island, and Eleuthera, which are less explored 
compared to the more populated and accessible cays, such as New 
Providence (Garrett and Gould, 1984; Hearty and Pascal, 1997; Muhs 
et al., 2020) and San Salvador (Chen et al., 1991; Skrivanek et al., 2018; 
Thompson et al., 2011). Crooked Island, with an area of 197 km2 and 
trending roughly E–W, is located in the southeastern part of the Baha-
mian archipelago (Fig. 1A). The island is composed of low-lying marine 
deposits that include coral rubble and in situ reefs, subtidal sands, 
burrowed facies. Godefroid and Kindler (2015) reported four prominent 
geologic units on Crooked Island that preserve carbonates from the early 
Pleistocene through the Holocene. Long Cay is an extension of the 
western arm of Crooked Island, separated from it by a channel. Together 
with Acklins Island and an interior lagoon, Crooked Island and Long Cay 
define the Bight of Acklins (Godefroid and Kindler, 2015). Northwest of 
Crooked Island lies Long Island, a narrow landmass 130 km long and not 
wider than 15 km (Fig. 1D). The island of Eleuthera, roughly 177 km long 
and less than 3 km wide (Kindler et al., 2010), is located on the north-
eastern margin of Great Bahama Bank, its windward site facing the 
Atlantic (Fig. 1E). Well-developed shelf-edge coral framework and 
scattered lagoonal and dune corals from the last interglacial have been 
previously mapped throughout the Bahamas, including on Crooked Is-
land (Godefroid and Kindler, 2015) and Eleuthera (Hearty and Kindler, 
1993a,b). We identified analogous units throughout Long Cay and Long 
Island. 

We conducted campaigns in 2016, 2017, and 2019 to survey eleva-
tions of fossil corals and collected samples for U-series dating. We 
sampled corals only from the surface of the outcrop (none in vertical 
section) and, whenever possible, we collected samples at the highest 
elevation at each site. To get insight into which locations might contain 
MIS 5e fossil corals, we combined open access 3-m resolution digital 
elevation models from the TanDEM-X mission (Fig. 1) with field ob-
servations of the major morphostratigraphic features (e.g., dunes, la-
goons, strand plains, and exposed reefs). Once emergent fossil corals 
were found, we selected in situ corals (none of our samples has been 
eroded or truncated) for sampling and measured their elevations at the 
uppermost surface of the coral heads using high-precision differential 
GPS measurements (for details on the outcrop surveys and vertical 
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uncertainty calculations see Dyer et al. (2021)). We determined a mean 
sea-level reference frame for the surveyed islands in order to relate data 
from the differential GPS to the tidal datum. We deployed tide gauges 
near study areas for several days to a week during field campaigns and 
determined the elevation of the measured mean water level on the 
ellipsoid reference frame of the differential GPS data (specifically, World 
Geodetic System 84 also known as WGS, 1984, EPSG:4326). To estimate 
the elevation and uncertainty of mean tide level around the archipelago, 
we used 2D Gaussian process regression to combine our short-term tidal 
data with a long-term tidal and elevation dataset from Settlement Point 
on Grand Bahama Island (Caldwell et al., 2015) and with the GM2008 
(Earth Gravitational Model, 2008) geoid model (Dyer et al., 2021). We 
assign 10 cm uncertainty to this method of estimating mean sea level 
from a small set of tidal cycles. We adjusted the GPS measurements to 
this local mean sea level. Total elevation uncertainties were calculated 
by adding the uncertainty from each source in quadrature. The samples’ 
elevations and their uncertainties are found in Table 1. 

2.2. U-series chronology 

The first step in interpreting sea-level history based on fossil corals is 
assessing their preservation and potential degree of diagenetic 

alteration. This assessment enables us to identify corals that are pristine, 
or nearly so, and thus are least likely to have lost or gained uranium or 
thorium since their deposition, therefore are more likely to display 
closed-system behavior. A detailed description of our rigorous protocol 
for sample screening, preparation, and analysis is also reported in 
Sandstrom (2021). We selected coral fragments of ~200 mg from the 
dense theca material (the skeletal wall), which is typically less affected 
by diagenesis and recrystallization than the commonly used bulk ma-
terial (Obert et al., 2016). Prior to U-series analysis, these samples were 
carefully powdered and a ~20 mg aliquot from each coral was examined 
by X-ray diffraction to estimate the aragonite content. We then used 
a229Th–233U–236U triple spike calibrated to the Harwell uraninite 
(HU-1) standard reference material, assumed to be in secular equilib-
rium with respect to both 230Th/238U and 234U/238U. Samples were 
dissolved in HNO3, followed by the isolation of U and Th from the so-
lution through co-precipitation with Fe(OH)2, redissolution, and column 
chemistry using Bio-Rad AG 1 × 8 200–400 mesh anion resin. Isotope 
ratios were measured on a ThermoScientific Neptune Plus 
Multi-collector ICP-MS at the Lamont Doherty Earth Observatory of 
Columbia University. For U analyses, we measured 233U, 235U, 236U and 
238U in Faraday cups, and 234U in a secondary electron multiplier (SEM) 
detector simultaneously, using an RPQ (Retarding Potential 

Fig. 1. A) and B) Modeled RSL that best fits the observations (the weighted average of the posterior RSL) near the start and end of MIS 5e, respectively, assuming no 
change in GMSL during MIS 5e (i.e., all changes driven by GIA). White squares indicate the location of the islands from which corals were dated for this study (A) and 
previously published work (B). C), D), and E) Geologic maps of Crooked Island and Long Cay, Long Island, and Eleuthera, respectively, showing where MIS 5e corals 
were sampled. North arrow applies to all islands. Facies delineations were made by a neural network based on field surveys and satellite-derived digital elevation 
data (TanDEM-X from the German Aerospace Center) and our own field surveys. See Material and Methods in Dyer et al. (2021) for details. 
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Quadrupole) high abundance sensitivity energy filter. For Th analyses 
we used a multi-dynamic routine, alternating 229Th and 230Th on the 
multiplier behind the RPQ filter, while measuring 235U and 238U (added 
in known amounts to the Th aliquots) on Faraday cups in order to 
monitor and correct for instrumental mass fractionation. A third scan 
checked the amount of 232Th. To assess and correct the SEM-Faraday 
gain we used sample-standard bracketing. For U runs we used the 
CRM-145 U-standard, with 238U and 235U measured on Faraday cups and 
234U measured on the SEM. To correct for instrumental mass fraction-
ation and bias we used the US Department of Energy certificate values of 
235U/238U = 0.0072543 and 234U/238U = 0.000052841; their errors of 
0.16% and 0.06%, respectively, are not propagated into the ages. For Th 
analyses, we used an in-house gravimetrically mixed Th standard from 
NIST SRMs 4342 and 4328 so that 229Th/230Th ~1. All the U and Th runs 
were corrected for instrumental mass fractionation by normalizing the 
measured ratio of 238U/235U to a value of 137.88 (the choice of a value 
has no impact on the final ages as long as it is the same for both U and Th 
analyses). All samples showed very low 232Th signals, with typical 
238U/232Th values in the range of 103 to 104, hence no tailing corrections 
on 230Th were necessary, and initial 230Th is negligible. Washout in-
tensities between samples were monitored after each measurement to 
ensure no cross-contamination. Ages are reported relative to the year of 
analysis, 2020–2021, were calculated using the decay constants of 
Cheng et al. (2013) and do not include their uncertainties. Data 
detrending, reduction, age calculation, and uncertainty assessment were 
conducted off-line using a MS Excel spreadsheet. All measurements are 
reported with ±2σ absolute uncertainties and include combined prop-
agated analytical uncertainties as well as systematic uncertainties 
calculated via replicate analysis of appropriate standard materials. The 
U and 232Th concentrations, the isotope activity ratios, and coral ages 
from Crooked Island and Long Cay, Long Island, and Eleuthera are listed 
in Table S1. 

We evaluated how closely the samples followed closed-system 
behavior using the following criteria:  

(i) Coral samples are primary aragonite (>98%). Since the presence of 
calcite indicates diagenetic alteration and thus, U and/or Th 

exchange since the death of the coral, only samples with less than 
2% calcite were further processed and analyzed.  

(ii) The uranium concentration falls within range of living corals of the 
same species. Secondary addition or loss of U will bias results to-
wards younger/older ages, respectively. We used the window of 
U concentration of 2.12–3.32 ppm for O. annularis and 2–3.2 ppm 
for Pseudodiploria sp specimens suggested by Scholz and Mangini 
(2007).  

iii) The 232Th concentration is lower than 3 ppb. This threshold value 
for the detrital Th contamination used by different laboratories is 
typically context-based. Some studies involving MIS 5e corals 
have used a threshold of 2 ppb for screening (Scholz and Mangini, 
2007). However, this level of contamination mainly has an effect 
on younger corals (less than 5 ka (Cobb et al., 2003);), hence, we 
allowed for a threshold of 3 ppb.  

iv) δ234Ui value within − 5‰ to +7‰ of ~145‰ value for modern 
corals/seawater. A common characteristic of MIS 5e U-series coral 
ages is a systematic open-system bias towards too high 234U/238U 
and 230Th/238U, resulting in closed-system ages that are too old. 

In order to deal with this problem, many studies have only 
considered data where δ234Ui is within ±5‰ of the average value 
for modern corals/seawater (~145‰; Chutcharavan et al., 
2018), assuming that δ234U of seawater remained nearly con-
stant, which appears reasonable for interglacials over the last 400 
kyr (Henderson and Anderson, 2003). An extension of 2‰ of the 
higher end of ±5‰ range has been recently suggested by 
Chutcharavan and Dutton (2021), despite the fact that it implies 
less pristine samples and allows for larger differences between the 
measured and true ages. This was done partly because the 
average δ234U of seawater is not well constrained during MIS 5e 
and the subtle biases in interlaboratory calibration protocols 
could result in systematic offsets of a few per mil. 

v) Replicate subsamples of the same coral yield the same ages and ac-
tivity ratios within their associated uncertainties. To better estimate 
how well our data reflect the real age variability (Scholz and 
Mangini, 2007) and to examine the effects of diagenetic processes 
in more detail, we analyzed replicates (separate samplings of the 
same coral head) on eight of our samples. 

Table 1 
Overview of corals dated in this study including their location, habitat reef zone, species, and the mean and maximum (97.5%) values of their water depth.  

Location Site name Sample Longitude 
(DD) 

Latitude 
(DD) 

Type of reef Reef 
zone 

Genus dated Sample 
elevation(m) 

Water depth 

mean max 

Crooked 
Island 

Landrail Point B808-1A − 74.340 22.803 Shelf-edge rear Pseudodiploria sp 1.09 0.05 2.0 5.3 
B808–1B − 74.340 22.803 O. annularis 1.47 0.04 2.0 5.3 
B808–1C − 74.341 22.803 Pseudodiploria sp − 0.07 0.05 2.0 5.3 

Major Keys Harbor B806 − 74.200 22.768 Dune inshore Pseudodiploria sp − 0.10 0.15 1.4 3.3 
McKay’s Bluff B809 − 74.175 22.755 Dune inshore O. annularis 1.64 0.23 1.4 3.3 
McKay’s Bluff 
headlands 

B810-1A − 74.173 22.754 Lagoonal lagoon O. annularis 1.30 0.21 2.0 5.3 

Left Foot Headlands B811-1A − 74.167 22.751 Dune inshore Pseudodiploria sp 1.62 0.16 1.4 3.3 
Half moon dune B1118–C − 74.154 22.742 Dune inshore Diploria 1.67 0.22 1.4 3.3 
West T bone ridge B1109–B − 74.132 22.739 Dune inshore O. annularis − 0.21 0.19 1.4 3.3 
T bone east B1117–B − 74.112 22.737 Dune inshore O. annularis 1.43 0.20 1.4 3.3 
T bone east B1116-E − 74.111 22.736 Dune inshore Pseudodiploria sp 0.70 0.20 1.4 3.3 
West Bullet Hill B1108-A − 74.103 22.743 Dune inshore Pseudodiploria sp 1.02 0.22 1.4 3.3 

Long Cay Long Cay B1112-D − 74.381 22.553 Shelf-edge rear Pseudodiploria sp 2.31 0.33 1.4 3.3 
Long Island Old Grey’s B1123–C1 − 75.089 23.242 Shelf-edge rear Pseudodiploria sp 2.23 0.18 1.4 3.3 

B1123-Z1 − 75.089 23.242  2.66 0.18 1.4 3.3 
B1123–Y1 − 75.089 23.241  2.70 0.18 1.4 3.3 

South point B1125-Z1 − 74.853 22.857 Lagoonal lagoon Pseudodiploria sp 1.54 0.36 2.0 5.3 
B1128-Z − 75.045 23.082 Dune inshore O. annularis 1.88 0.16 1.4 3.3 

Middle-south point B1129–Y1 − 74.851 22.955 Lagoonal lagoon Pseudodiploria sp 2.16 0.35 2.0 5.3 
B1129–C − 74.851 22.952 2.42 0.35 2.0 5.3 
B1129-Z-O − 74.851 22.950 2.24 0.35 2.0 5.3 

Eleuthera Whale Point BEL-WP-1C − 76.619 25.460 Lagoonal lagoon Diploria 4.87 0.30 2.0 5.3 
BEL-WP- 
1D 

− 76.619 25.460 Pseudodiploria sp 4.87 0.30 2.0 5.3  
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Our rigorous screening protocol for identifying nearly pristine corals 
was successful in that all but 2 samples fell within the limits of − 5‰ and 
+7‰ of δ234Ui = 145‰ suggested by Chutcharavan and Dutton (2021). 
However, the majority of our samples fall above δ234Ui = 145‰ (see 
Fig. 4 in the Results and Discussion section) which indicates a small 
amount of open-system behavior (impacting the calculated age on 
average by < 1 kyr). We find a trend between the closed-system ages and 
δ234Ui for the majority of our samples (Fig. S1A) and show that it imparts 
a small systematic age bias caused by the open-system behavior (see 
Section 234U–230Th ages of fossil corals in the main text), since applying 
the model of Thompson et al. (2003) to correct our data for the 
open-system behavior eliminates the trend (Fig. S1B). For this reason, 
we favor the open-system corrected ages as reflecting better estimates of 
the true ages, but we present the results for both closed- and 
open-system ages. Although this model may not be globally applicable 
to calculate open-system ages (Stirling and Andersen, 2009), it is 
well-suited to correct diagenetic arrays common to the Caribbean and 
The Bahamas (Muhs et al., 2020; Skrivanek et al., 2018). 

2.3. Bayesian inversion and GIA modeling 

To infer MIS 5e GMSL from our local sea level observations, we apply 
the methodology described in Dyer et al. (2021) and summarized here. 
We first account for the indicative range of each coral using present-day 
observations of coral depth distributions (as described in Paleo-habitats 
of the surveyed coral reefs and their paleowater depth estimate in the 
Results and Discussion section). We combine this indicative range with 
each coral’s U-series age, elevation, and location to produce sea-level 
index points. We then correct the elevation distributions for GIA and 
long-term subsidence using Gaussian process regression within a fully 
Bayesian framework. 

For the GIA correction, we compare our new coral sea-level index 
points, along with previously published data on corals (Chen et al., 
1991; Muhs et al., 2020; Thompson et al., 2011) and marine-limiting 
points from sediments across the Bahamian archipelago (which have 
been assigned an assumed age; Dyer et al., 2021), to a suite of GIA model 
predictions. We note that for the open-system ages we used the 
230Th/238U and 234U/238U values recalculated by Chutcharavan and 
Dutton (2021). We use a 579 member GIA ensemble, which includes 
models produced with six different sizes and distributions of the former 
(MIS-6) North American ice sheet, two different timings for the onset of 
penultimate deglaciation, and 48 different viscosity structures of the 
Earth. We additionally include three runs that account for lateral vari-
ations in Earth’s viscosity structure from Austermann et al. (2021). We 
calculate a weight for each GIA model based on how well the model 
captures the spatial trends in the data and calculate a combined GIA 
correction using these weights. We note that this correction accounts for 
GIA associated with ice volume changes prior to and after MIS 5e, but 
does not include GIA associated with ice volume changes during MIS 5e 
(which are relatively small in The Bahamas (cm to dm)), as detailed in 
Results and Discussion. Following McNeill (2005), we treat subsidence 
between MIS 5e and the present-day as uniform across the archipelago 
and model it as a normal distribution centered at 2.5 m at 125 ka with a 
1-sigma of 0.5 m, which means that 98% of solutions are between 1.5 
and 3.5 m. We then use Bayesian inference to infer GMSL by combining 
the composite GIA correction with prior knowledge about the corals’ 
elevations, water depths, and the long-term Bahamian subsidence rate. 
Temporal interpolation is done using Gaussian process regression. We 
acknowledge that if there is variation in subsidence across The Bahamas, 
it may affect our GMSL inference significantly since the GIA model 
weighting assumes that any spatial variability is driven by GIA alone. 
This approach allows us to incorporate data with different age un-
certainties and indicative water depth ranges to estimate how GMSL 
(and its uncertainty) changes over time. 

2.4. Fingerprint analysis 

AIS and GrIS melt and regrowth during MIS 5e caused RSL to vary in 
space and time as the shifting ice masses perturbed Earth’s gravitational 
field, deformed its surface, and altered its rotational state (Hay et al., 
2014). We model six melt scenarios for the GrIS (two scenarios are 
presented in the Results and Discussion section and the other four are in 
the Supplemental material) and investigate how much RSL in The 
Bahamas deviates from the ice equivalent global mean. Most GrIS 
models for MIS 5e indicate peak melt between 125 and 120 ka, slightly 
lagging the northern hemisphere summer insolation maximum, with 
magnitudes of peak melt varying from 0 to 5.5 m ice equivalent GMSL 
above present (Calov et al., 2015; Goelzer et al., 2016; Plach et al., 2019; 
Quiquet et al., 2013; Yau et al., 2016). For our study we choose the high 
and the low GrIS melt scenario from Calov et al. (2015). We then model 
the response of Bahamian sea level using a gravitationally self-consistent 
GIA model that accounts for shoreline migration and feedbacks into 
Earth’s rotation axis (Kendall et al., 2005). In the GIA calculation we 
assume that the Earth’s elastic structure follows PREM (Dziewonski and 
Anderson, 1981) and vary three parameters of the viscous structure: an 
elastic lithospheric thickness that is either 71 km or 96 km, an upper 
mantle viscosity that ranges from 0.3 to 0.5 × 1021 Pa s, and a lower 
mantle viscosity that ranges from 3 to 40 × 1021 Pa s. We average the 
resulting RSL response across all locations that have coral data and all 
viscosity structures to obtain a mean and standard deviation for local 
sea-level response. In a second step we subtract this local sea level from 
the inferred GMSL (calculated in Fig. 6). The results are sea-level 
changes in The Bahamas driven by water sources other than the GrIS, 
such as mountain glaciers, thermal expansion, and the Antarctic ice 
sheet, with the latter likely driving the majority of this signal. In sum-
mary, this final step helps us partition MIS 5e GMSL into melt contri-
butions from the GrIS and AIS, and assess the timing of these 
contributions. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Paleo-habitats of the surveyed coral reefs and their paleowater depth 
estimate 

Fossil corals are found around most Bahamian islands, but previous 
chronological studies of reef development during MIS 5e have been 
dominated by work on the west coasts of New Providence (Muhs et al., 
2020), San Salvador, Great Inagua (Chen et al., 1991; Thompson et al., 
2011), and West Caicos (Kerans et al., 2019). We observed MIS 5e fossil 
coral reefs outcropping between 0 and 4.4 m above present sea level 
along the coastlines of Crooked Island, Long Cay, Long Island, and 
Eleuthera (Fig. 1) and present new data on corals mainly from their 
north and east coasts (Fig. 1C, D, E). The dominant coral species include 
Orbicella annularis, formerly known as Montastraea annularis; Pseudodi-
ploria sp., previously known as Diploria; Acropora palmata; Acropora 
cervicornis; and Porites porites. Some of these corals can grow at signifi-
cant depths (Chutcharavan and Dutton, 2021; Hibbert et al., 2016; Muhs 
et al., 2020; Skrivanek et al., 2018), hence considering the full depth 
range of each taxon separately leads to a very large range (and therefore 
large uncertainty) of paleo sea level. 

To better estimate paleo water depths of individual corals, we 
carefully established the paleo habitat of each reef. Based on our field 
observations, we determined that the MIS 5e corals we sampled would 
have either formed in the shelf-edge coral framework or grown in the 
lagoon. The latter forms in patch reefs or as isolated corals growing on 
the submerged flanks of lithified dunes; these corals are typically char-
acterized by low spreading growth forms that usually adhere to rocky 
surfaces. The different coral reef environments are shown in Fig. S2 and 
described below. Corals in growth position (found in the correct growth 
orientation and with a clear basal attachment to the reef substrate at the 
outcrop scale) have been recognized in each of these environments, both 
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in MIS 5e deposits and in modern reef systems. Although not perfect 
representations of MIS 5e coral habitats, modern reefs provide an 
analogue close enough to enable us to develop conceptual un-
derstandings and predictive models. The combination of stratigraphic 
context and water-depth ranges of present-day reef assemblages pro-
duces strong justification for our tighter paleo water-depth estimates. 
Our approach relies on coral water depth observations associated with 
the structural zones reported by Goreau and Goreau (1973) and Skri-
vanek et al. (2018). We model the water depth of each coral using an 
inverse Gaussian distribution defined by mean (μ) and shape (λ) pa-
rameters (Fig. 2), where the maximum values are equal to the 95th 
percentile of the distribution. The mean and maximum values are re-
ported below and summarized in Table 1. 

a) Shelf-edge coral framework – although commonly referred to as bar-
rier reefs or reef crests, we retain the nomenclature proposed by 
Khaled bin Sultan Living Oceans Foundation in their world’s largest 
Global Reef Expedition (Carlton et al., 2021). These coral reefs grow 
near sea level on the platform edge, parallel to the shore but sepa-
rated from it by a channel of deep water, in a setting where water 
moves primarily through tides and wind driven currents. We inter-
pret these reefs as the most seaward coral deposits from MIS 5e that 
still exist today. Corals that thrive in this zone are in general more 

complex reefs and have structures strong enough to endure intense 
wave action, high light intensity, and subaerial exposure. We iden-
tified three outcrops preserving examples of these reefs: Land Rail 
Point on Crooked Island, Long Reef on Long Island, and a reef on 
Long Cay (Fig. 1). These sites are all characterized by extensive coral 
colonies, massive coral heads, high species diversity, and high coral 
density. They are typically observed in a shallowing-upward para-
sequence of facies, where the fossil coral reefs occur as the lowermost 
sediments, often co-existing with burrow-filled carbonate sands and 
muds with marine fossils, overlain by cross-stratified coarser car-
bonate sands. We assigned shelf-edge corals a mean and maximum 
paleo water depth of 1.4 and 5.3 m, respectively (see Table 1), except 
for corals at the Landrail Point site, where we chose a more conser-
vative mean water depth estimate of 2 m in the absence of a red 
coralline algae crust.  

b) Lagoonal corals, also known as back reef corals, make up patch reefs 
of diverse sizes and shapes. The modern Bahamian lagoon is only a 
few meters deep at maximum and due to its calm and stable envi-
ronment, it represents an ideal and extensive habitat for coral reefs. 
These habitats tend to occur at sites with a well-developed shelf-edge 
coral framework, which protects the area and contributes to the 
development of a low-energy, restricted environment. Corals thrive 

Fig. 2. The prior (light shade) and posterior (dark shade) distributions for paleowater depth estimates corresponding to each coral used in our inversion. Posterior 
depth estimates are obtained using open-system corrected U-series ages. Note that this plot includes both the newly dated corals as well as those previously published 
by Chen et al. (1991), Muhs et al. (2020), Thompson et al. (2011). Corals are color coded by island: Great Inagua (purple), San Salvador (orange), New Providence 
Island (blue), Crooked Island and Long Cay (green), Long Island (brown), and Eleuthera (yellow). Y axis shows the probability density. The bold red labels mark the 
corals for which the inversion suggest that they formed at slightly deeper depths than the prior suggests. 
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where there is little sedimentation. The shallow water depth and 
accumulation of muddy sediments in lagoonal areas therefore 
restrict the spatial extent of corals, resulting in their patchy occur-
rence. These reefs can be as small as a few meters in diameter and 
corals occur individually or in clusters. We identified lagoonal reefs 
at sites B810-1A, B1125, and B1129 (Table 1) on Crooked Island, 
where large but isolated heads of O. annularis are dominant. We also 
identified corals that grew on top of flooded lithified aeolian dunes as 
isolated corals. We interpret their formation as a time-transgressive 
process: in early MIS 5e (or possibly even earlier, i.e., MIS 7, 9, 11) 
dune systems formed on land (the lithification process happens 
rapidly; Halley and Harris, 1979) and, as GIA drove sea-level rise 
throughout the interglacial, these dunes were submerged. This pro-
cess is evident in the Holocene throughout The Bahamas, where 
radiocarbon dated dunes of the North Point Member of the Rice Bay 
formation have foresets that dip into the ocean (Hearty et al., 2007); 
we observed that these foresets are often colonized by encrusting 
Pseudodiploria sp.. These corals are similar to ones described by 
(Hearty et al., 2007) in their stratigraphic sketches of Rocky Dundas 
in the north-central Exumas and Hole in the Wall on Great Abaco 
Island. On the topographic map (Fig. 1), the older MIS 5e fossil dunes 
where we identified this type of coral habitat are seaward of the 
dunes on the modern beaches. These corals are widespread, espe-
cially at sites along the northeast-facing side of Crooked Island 
(Table 1, samples labeled ‘Dune’). They exhibit low species diversity 
(most commonly Pseudodiploria sp. and O. annularis). We assigned 
these corals a maximum paleo water depth of 5.3 m (mean of 2 m) for 
patch reefs and 3.3 m (mean of 1.4 m) for dune corals (see Table 1) 

The water depths described above and shown in pastel colors in 
Fig. 2 constitute our prior knowledge of each coral’s water depth. We 
determined the most likely water depths for each coral by combining 
their elevation and chronology, the changes in the relative sea level 
across space and time from GIA, and the range of possible time-varying 
GMSL histories. Using prior estimates on these quantities along with the 
simple relationship that local sea level is the combination of GIA, GMSL, 
and long-term subsidence, we calculate posterior estimates for each 
quantity including the inferred coral water depth. From these estimates, 
then we can explicitly state the water depths of each individual coral. 
For example, we infer coral B1123–C1 at Old Grey’s site in Long Island 
to have lived at ~3 m water depth. There are two ways that corals of the 
same age can have different elevations on different islands: 1) GIA dif-
ferences between the islands have offset the corals or 2) the corals grew 
in different water depths. We note that our model considers the full 
range of water depths for each coral independently, which is a more 
conservative approach than in some previous studies (Muhs et al., 2020; 
Skrivanek et al., 2018). When the posterior distribution for a modeled 
value is narrower than the prior distribution, the inference has taught us 
something, in that we know more than we did prior to the calculations. 
Most of our coral samples have posteriors near the mean of the prior, 
which indicates that our initial assumption about the mean was appro-
priate but the maximum water depth may have been too conservative (e. 
g., too deep). Samples B808–1C (shelf-edge), B806, B1109–B, and 
B1116-E (dune corals) from Crooked Island are the exceptions for which 
the inversions suggest they formed at deeper depths than the prior mean. 
These four corals are presently found at a lower elevation than corals of 
similar age from the same and neighboring sites; their prior paleo water 
depth should therefore be slightly deeper. 

3.2. 234U–230Th ages of fossil corals 

Selecting data using preservation threshold criteria. In order to assess 
the reliability of our U-series ages, we evaluated how well our samples 
exhibited closed-system behavior by considering mineralogy, U con-
centration, 232Th content, the initial 234U/238U (δ234Ui), and how well 
the ages are replicated, as described in the Methods section. A step-by- 

step application of our screening criteria is shown in Fig. 3. 
First, we apply a threshold of 3.32 ppm for O. annularis and 3.2 ppm 

for Pseudodiploria sp specimens (as suggested by Scholz and Mangini 
(2007)) for U concentration by comparing our values in the fossil corals 
to the modern analogues of the same species. This criterion allows us to 
identify addition or loss of uranium since the time of formation. We 
recognize that the data on modern corals is limited (Hibbert et al., 
2016), therefore, we did not exclude two samples that have slightly 
higher U concentrations from our evaluation (B809-1A and B1108–O-A 
that have U concentrations of 3.48 ppm and 3.42 ppm, respectively) 
(blue circles Fig. 3A). Then, we apply a threshold for 232Th concentra-
tion: there are three samples that have 232Th higher than the threshold of 
3 ppb: B808–1C, B1108–B-M, and B1119-A-M, with the last two having 
substantially higher 232Th concentrations (Fig. 3A). These samples are 
excluded from our discussion and are listed separately from the rest of 
the data in Table S3. 

Next, we consider the δ234Ui. One of the issues with U-series dating of 
MIS 5e corals is that the vast majority of measured samples have vari-
able δ234Ui values that deviate from modern seawater, indicating open- 
system U-series behavior since the time of coral growth with most to-
ward higher values. In The Bahamas, this is clearly shown by the δ234Ui 
values of a compilation of published data (Fig. 4, grey symbols). How-
ever, in our suite of samples (Fig. 3, green symbols), all but two fall 
within the narrow δ234Ui range of 143.8–151.3‰, and thus are within 
the − 5‰ to +7‰ window of the present-day δ234U value of 145 used to 
filter out the “reliable” closed-system ages, as suggested by Chutchar-
avan and Dutton (2021) (Fig. 3B and 4). 

We attribute the tight clustering of our data near modern seawater 
δ234Ui values to our rigorous sample preparation protocol. The excep-
tions are the same two samples that had high 232Th concentrations, 
B1108–B-M and B1119-A-M; these are not discussed further. Regarding 
the age variability, all replicated samples yielded ages that overlap or 
nearly overlap within analytical uncertainty between different sub-
samples from the same coral for both closed-system ages (Fig. 3C) and 
open-system ages (Fig. 3E). This overlap indicates negligible within- 
sample variability and that the analyses adequately describe each sam-
ple, confirming the near closed system behavior. For these replicate 
samples we calculated and compared the arithmetic mean and the 
weighted mean. The results overlap within their uncertainties and we 
chose to use, in the further analysis, the arithmetic mean of their isotope 
ratios with propagated uncertainties. Finally, a summary of which 
samples passed/failed the criteria is shown in Fig. 3D and F, where the 
two high Th samples “failed”, three are considered “reliable”, and the 
rest are “most reliable”. We note that the species that were the best 
preserved and passed our threshold criteria are Pseudodiploria sp. or 
Orbicella annularis, the same specimens that were found in growth po-
sition in the units described by Skrivanek et al. (2018). 

Correcting for open-system behavior. As already noted, a common 
characteristic of MIS 5e U-series coral ages is a systematic open-system 
bias towards too high 234U/238U and 230Th/238U, yielding erroneously 
old closed-system ages (shown by most of the literature published data 
for Bahamian corals, plotted in grey markers in Fig. 4). To overcome this 
problem, it is often assumed that ages of samples that fall close to the 
evolution pathway of modern seawater (dark blue line in Fig. 4) are 
likely not biased much by open-system behavior. Nevertheless, 
Thompson et al. (2003) showed that samples that deviate significantly 
beyond that reliability range, i.e., much more than our samples, can be 
corrected using their open-system correction model. Although all but 
two of our samples fall within the strict “reliability” range, most of the 
data are above the seawater evolution line (Fig. 3B and 4). Assuming a 
paleo seawater δ234Ui of 145‰, suggests that most samples therefore, 
show a small amount (averaging <1 kyr) of open system behavior that 
indicates that their true age is slightly younger than the calculated 
closed-system age. We acknowledge that the open-system correction 
would be slightly different if the δ234Usw value was different; for 
example, if δ234Usw was 147‰ it would shift the samples towards 
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slightly older ages, but this shift is small (averaging ~ 0.8 ka), which is 
within the ages’ uncertainties. 

In our data we find a trend between the closed-system ages and 
δ234Ui for the majority of our samples (dark blue circles in Fig. S1) that 
shows older ages with higher δ234Ui. To test whether this trend is 
indicative of a systematic open-system effect on our U-series data, we 
calculated the open-system ages of our corals using the Thompson et al. 
(2003) model (Fig. S2B), which shifts the majority of samples towards 
slightly younger ages and impacts the age distribution (Fig. S1). The 
open-system corrected ages show no trend with δ234Ui, which indicates 
that the open-system behavior of our samples caused a small (average 

~0.8 ka) but systematic age bias on the closed-system ages. Applying the 
open-system correction thus improved the accuracy of coral age de-
terminations by effectively eliminating apparent small but systematic 
errors in the closed-system ages. We therefore consider the open-system 
ages a better representation of the true ages. Nevertheless, in our data 
interpretation we explore the results obtained using both the closed- and 
open-system ages and discuss how the correction for open-system 
behavior impacts our posterior GMSL curve. All U-series results, their 
associated uncertainties, and both closed- and open-system ages are 
listed in Table S1 and shown in Fig. S1. 

Fig. 3. Step-by-step application of screening criteria: A) U concentration (ppm) within the range of modern analogues from the same species vs 232Th content (ppb) 
(Criteria 2 and 3); B) δ234Ui vs closed-system age (Criterion 4). In panel A) and B) the dark shaded grey area represents the interval that we consider “most reliable,” 
and light shaded grey area, the interval considered “reliable”; C) and E) individual closed and open-system ages, respectively, of eight replicated samples marked by 
different symbols (Criterion 5); D) and F) the data that passed/failed all the criteria for closed and open-system ages, respectively. If data passed one criterion but 
failed another they are considered to have failed overall. In all panels green/blue/orange points represent samples that are most reliable/reliable/fail the threshold 
criteria, respectively. Age uncertainties are 2σ and elevation uncertainties are 1σ. 
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3.3. Predictions of MIS 5e relative sea level (RSL) in the Bahamas 

Following the approach of Dyer et al. (2021) we used Gaussian 
process regression in a Bayesian framework to infer the most likely GIA 
signal (from a set of 579 simulations including three 3D models) and 
GMSL history given the coral ages, elevations, and paleo water depths 
(see Materials and Methods). This approach also accounts for long-term 
subsidence of the archipelago. We combined the inferred GIA signal, 
GMSL history, and subsidence to obtain site-specific RSL that best fits 
the observations (the weighted average of the posterior RSL) for 
different Bahamian islands (Fig. 5). Given that the data were used to 
constrain the model, we expect a good data–model fit. We performed 
this analysis using both closed- and open-system ages of corals from 
other islands (Chen et al., 1991; Muhs et al., 2020; Thompson et al., 
2011) included in Dyer et al. (2021), as well as those from our new 
samples. We show in Fig. 5 that the predicted sea-level evolution is very 
similar between the two sets of results, with slightly smaller uncertainty 
envelopes when using the open-system ages. 

Our model predictions using the new corals’ elevations and ages 
indicate a rising RSL early in the interglacial (128-124 ka) followed by a 
stillstand or minor sea-level fall (124-120 ka) and a final sea-level rise 
towards the end of the interglacial. We acknowledge that large trunca-
tion surfaces were observed in San Salvador and reported by Skrivanek 
et al. (2018); however, we do not see a systematic separation of our ages 
and elevations that would require a local sea level oscillation during MIS 
5e. Nevertheless, this sea-level evolution allows, within uncertainty, a 
minor MIS 5e oscillation in local sea level at each island analyzed here 
(Fig. 5). We note that none of our coral sampling locations show geologic 
or stratigraphic indications of exposure or significant 
non-deposition/erosion indicative of a local sea-level oscillation; none-
theless, we acknowledge that corals are best suited for recording pro-
longed highstands rather than rapid GMSL fluctuations, being unable to 
catch up with rapid sea-level changes. 

Our RSL reconstruction therefore does not preclude the possibility of 
a sea-level oscillation during MIS 5e, as previously proposed based on 
field observations of an erosional surface on Great Inagua and West 
Caicos (Kerans et al., 2019). This laterally discontinuous marine-erosion 

surface separates two MIS 5e reef units and was interpreted as an early 
sea-level rise represented by a reef-dominated unit across the region, 
followed by a short-lived sea-level fall, and capped by late MIS 5e rise 
(Chen et al., 1991; Thompson et al., 2011). We do not find evidence of 
four sea-level peaks as interpreted by Thompson et al. (2011), who re-
ported U-series ages of corals sampled at sites previously investigated by 
Chen et al. (1991) from Great Inagua and San Salvador islands. Instead, 
our predicted sea-level history is more consistent with evidence of a 
minor sea-level lowering of ~1 m over a time period of ~1000 years, 
similar to that proposed by Skrivanek et al. (2018), rather than the 
larger drop in sea level of approximately 2 m (or possibly more) across 
this region as suggested by Dutton and Kerans (2021). 

Muhs et al. (2020) reported detailed elevation measurements com-
bined with high-precision U-series dating of patch reefs and beach ridges 
from New Providence Island and found that RSL was at least ~5–~7 m 
and ~5–~14 m higher than present, respectively. They further used 
their sea-level reconstruction to test the hypothesized 
GIA-model-derived RSL predicted by Creveling et al. (2015) under two 
scenarios with equivalent eustatic values of either +6 m (scenario #1) or 
+8 m (scenario #2), timed to occur at either the beginning (127 ka) or 
the end (120 ka) of MIS 5e. Creveling et al. (2015) modeled sea level in 
The Bahamas to be at 4 m (collapse scenario #1) or 6 m (collapse sce-
nario #2) at the beginning of the MIS 5e, and under both scenarios, 
found higher sea level at the end of the MIS 5e than the beginning (9.5 m 
under scenario #1 and 11.5 m under scenario #2). Muhs et al. (2020) 
found that their field elevations from New Providence Island show 
generally good agreement with the GIA model estimates under either 
collapse scenario, if unadjusted for subsidence. Yet, our predicted RSL in 
New Providence Island (similar to Dyer et al. (2021); their Fig. 5), is on 
the lower end of the estimate from Muhs et al. (2020). We note that our 
GIA prediction is different due to the different ice history used. Our 
model, which chooses the ice history that produces the spatial RSL 
gradient that we observe across The Bahamas, finds that only models 
with MIS-6 Laurentide ice sheets that are smaller than the Last Glacial 
Maximum Laurentide ice sheet can explain the observed gradient. Our 
model preferred ice histories with these smaller MIS-6 Laurentide ice 
sheets produces a different RSL gradient across The Bahamas than the 
one found by Creveling et al. (2015) who assumed a penultimate glacial 
maximum ice history identical to the Last Glacial Maximum. We also 
point out that due to GIA, it is expected that RSL varies across the islands 
of The Bahamas, with the predicted magnitude of GIA being greater in 
the northern islands than in the southern ones (Fig. 1A and B). Hence, 
our RSL estimates from Crooked and Long Island (where the majority of 
our samples were collected) are expected to be lower than those from 
islands located farther north. 

3.4. Global mean sea level estimates during MIS 5e 

The Bayesian inference, which includes our new coral sea-level index 
points, the previously published data from corals (Chen et al., 1991; 
Muhs et al., 2020; Thompson et al., 2011; listed in Table S2), and the 
marine-limiting points from sediments across the Bahamian archipelago 
(Dyer et al., 2021), returns a most likely GMSL history, which can be 
calculated using U-series closed-system (Fig. 6A) or open-system 
(Fig. 6B) corrected ages. We highlight here that the GIA predictions 
used in our inference do not include any deformational, gravitational, or 
rotational effects associated with Greenland or Antarctic ice melt during 
MIS 5e beyond their present-day ice configuration. However, these ef-
fects are relatively small, as shown in the next section. While the 
spatio-temporal distribution of sea-level data is used to constrain the 
GIA contribution, this does not constrain or limit the GMSL inference, as 
shown by a synthetic test in Dyer et al. (2021). More details on the 
methodology are found in the Material and Methods section of Dyer 
et al. (2021). The results for the most likely GMSL curve are very similar 
when using the closed- and the open-system ages and show a GMSL of 
about 1 m throughout the entire course of MIS 5e. We find that GMSL 

Fig. 4. U–Th isotopic evolution diagram for corals from Crooked Island and 
Long Cay, Long Island, and Eleuthera in comparison with previously published 
data from other islands from The Bahamas (recalculated by Chutcharavan and 
Dutton (2021)). Straight dashed lines are closed-system isochrons labeled in ka 
at their upper ends. The thick blue curve shows closed-system seawater evo-
lution for δ234Ui = 145‰, the value of present-day seawater; the light blue 
curves mark the range of ±5‰ of 145‰ corresponding to the data window 
often considered close enough to closed-system evolution to be a reliable age; 
and the orange curve marks the +2‰ extension of the upper end (Chutcharavan 
and Dutton, 2021). All but 2 of the measured samples are within this range. 
Most of the data show slightly elevated δ234Ui compared with 
present-day seawater. 
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likely exceeded 0.4 m (95% probability), but very unlikely (5% proba-
bility) exceeded 2.7 m using the open-system ages. However, when 
using the closed-system ages, this range increases from 0.4 to 5.3 m due 
to a bimodal distribution in possible solutions (Fig. 6A). We note that all 
these results include the second mode. It appears that the close-
d-system’s slightly older ages force the inference scheme to upweight 
GIA models that allow for RSL in the Bahamas to peak earlier in the 
interglacial. The GIA simulations are particularly sensitive to older 
corals in MIS 5e because GIA correction in this region is greater early in 
MIS 5e than late. Biases in our inversion can be introduced if the GIA 
model suite does not capture the true deformational behavior of the 
region, or if the long-term subsidence estimate is incorrect or introduces 

spatial patterns that affect the GIA model inference. 
Our new results indicate a GMSL lower than in Dyer et al. (2021), 

which found it very likely (95% probability) that global sea level peaked 
>1.2 m higher than today, and very unlikely (5% probability) that it 
exceeded 5.3 m. Here we show that including our new coral chronolo-
gies in the inversion and applying the open-system correction to all MIS 
5e coral data across The Bahamas likely further narrows the range of 
compatible GIA models, which produced a slightly lower GMSL esti-
mate. Additionally, our new coral elevations themselves, which are 
lower than the mean coral elevations used in Dyer et al. (2021), likely 
caused a lower GMSL curve. Our posterior GMSL curve, with most likely 
(68% probability) sea level between 1.1 and 2 m using closed-system 

Fig. 5. Inferred site-specific RSL in Eleuthera, Long Island, Crooked Island and Long Cay (for the location of the islands see the white squares on Fig. 1A) with dark 
grey area representing the 68% envelope, and lighter grey are representing the 95% envelope. Since Long Cay is located near Crooked Island, the sample from Long 
Cay is included in the panels for Crooked Island. A and B show RSL using closed-system and open-system ages, respectively. Blue filled circles indicate the corals’ 
present-day elevation and the black vertical line is the posterior coral water depth. White filled circles mark the outcrop observations of the boundary between 
aeolian sand and underlying beach facies plotted at the observed elevation offset downward by estimates of the elevation of the landward swash limit of constructive 
waves (the ordinary berms). We note that the berms have not been dated and have been assigned an assumed age and their paleoelevations were estimated using 
models of site-specific modern day wave run-up and mean high higher water (Lorscheid and Rovere, 2019). 
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ages, and between 1 and 1.6 m using open-system ages, is notably lower 
than the previous estimates of 5–10 m above present sea level 
throughout MIS 5e including the range cited in the IPCC report 
(Fox-Kemper et al., 2021). 

This begs the question whether our inferred GMSL is reconcilable 
with sea level observations elsewhere. To answer this question, we used 
our GIA model suite to calculate sea level at three locations with key sea 
level observations (Seychelles, Western Australia, and the Yucatan 

Fig. 6. Inferred MIS 5e GMSL estimates using: A) closed-system corrected ages and B) open-system ages. In the left panels, 68% of the solutions fall within the darker 
envelope and 95% of solutions fall within the lighter envelope of the most likely GMSL curve. 

Fig. 7. A-D) Local sea level at the Seychelles (La Digue), Western Australia (Cape Range), Yucatan Peninsula (Xcaret), and The Bahamas (Crooked Island, Long Key), 
respectively. Red lines show the inferred local sea level at each site based on a variety of observations, with shaded regions marking uncertainties cited in the original 
publications: Seychelles (Dutton et al., 2015); Western Australia, line without uncertainty (O’Leary et al., 2013) and line with uncertainty (Dutton and Lambeck, 
2012); Yucatan (Blanchon et al., 2009); Bahamas, with 68% and 95% uncertainty envelopes (this study). Black line with envelope is the predicted local sea level, 
which comes from summing GIA, GMSL, and in the case for The Bahamas, longterm subsidence. Shading indicates 68% and 95% uncertainty envelopes and line is the 
50th percentile predictions. 
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Peninsula). We used all Earth structures and all ice models except the 
ones with the largest and smallest Laurentide ice sheet, which have been 
shown to mostly not fit the data in the Bahamas. Each simulation (with 
varying ice and Earth model) was given equal weight and summed with 
the inferred GMSL (Fig. 6). Local sea level was calculated this way for 
both our closed-system (Fig. 7A–D) and open-system (Fig. 7E–H) results 
for GMSL. We find that observations in the Seychelles (Dutton et al., 
2015) infer sea level that is compatible with our closed-system age re-
sults but are slightly above our open-system age results for local sea level 
(Fig. 7A, E). Observations from Cape Range in Western Australia (Dutton 
and Lambeck, 2012) are consistent with both scenarios, however a pu-
tative late peak in sea level as proposed by O’Leary et al. (2013) is 
inconsistent (Fig. 7B, F). Observations from XCaret on the Yucatan 
Peninsula fall within our range of predicted local sea level, however, our 
predictions do not require a specific step up in sea level as suggested by 
Blanchon et al. (2009) (Fig. 7C, G). Repeating this exercise for Long 
Island shows how large the range in GIA model predictions is when each 
model is weighted equally (grey bands) compared to models being 
weighted to fit spatial gradients in the sea level field (red bands, which 
equal results shown in Fig. 5). We note that locations other than The 
Bahamas are not corrected for possible longterm deformation and that 
the GIA correction will be affected by the fingerprint of the excess melt 
source (Hay et al., 2014), which is not considered here. To further 

scrutinize our results and to refine estimates of MIS 5e GMSL, we would 
need to jointly invert for reliable sea level (paleo water depth and ages) 
from multiple locations, expand the GIA modeling suite, and account for 
the spatially varying fingerprint signal of the Antarctic and Greenland 
ice melt. 

GMSL lower than the likely range cited in the most recent IPCC 
report (Fox-Kemper et al., 2021) was also inferred from a highly 
resolved record based on phreatic overgrowths on speleothems from 
Mallorca, Spain (Polyak et al., 2018). Those authors used nine GIA 
models to correct their relative sea-level record. Reducing this to one 
GIA model results in a GMSL that peaked at 5 m higher than today at 
~127 ka, gradually fell and stabilized by 122 ka (as low as 2 m; their 
Fig. 4) and remained stable until the highstand termination at 116 ka. A 
comparison with our record is challenging because their result is very 
sensitive to the GIA model used and does not correct for deformation 
related to tectonics or dynamic topography, which can cause long term 
uplift or subsidence. Clark et al. (2020) also argue for MIS 5e GMSL 
lower than 5–10 m based on ice–ocean–atmosphere modeling. They 
indicate a GrIS and AIS retreat to their present extent at ~128 ka, with 
the majority of the GMSL rise occurring during Termination II (T II, 
MIS-6 to MIS 5e transition, about 136-129 ka). GMSL rise proceeded 
slowly between 128 and 126.5 ka, then accelerated until ~124 ka as 
ocean forcing drove the West Antarctic Ice Sheet’s Amundsen Sea sector 

Fig. 8. Ice volume equivalent sea-level change for 
GrIS melt using two melt scenarios from Calov et al. 
(2015), black curves. A and B show results using 
closed-system ages; C and D using open-system ages 
for the median GMSL (red line). Resulting relative 
sea-level change in The Bahamas (green curve, mean 
and 1 standard deviation). Note that we omit un-
certainties here for clarity; uncertainty bands can be 
seen in Fig. 6A. The non-Greenland component that 
drives sea-level change in The Bahamas is in blue 
(solid line is median, shading is 68% and 95% 
percentile envelope). E) Summer insolation curves for 
northern and southern hemispheres (Berger and 
Loutre, 1991).   
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to collapse. These authors suggest that GMSL reached ~3.5 m by 124 ka 
and remained relatively stable at this position throughout the intergla-
cial. This modeled GMSL evolution differs from our coral-based estimate 
at the beginning of MIS 5e, but accords with the stable GMSL that we 
infer between 124 and 116 ka, with no evidence of a significant late rise. 

3.5. Implications for the source of MIS 5e sea-level highstand 

In this final step, we use our new GMSL estimate to investigate the 
timing and possible sources of meltwater contributions to MIS 5e sea 
level. Ice loss produces a distinct geometry or ‘fingerprint’ of sea-level 
change for each ice sheet (GrIS or AIS (Hay et al., 2014)). For the GrIS 
sea-level contribution we consider the highest and lowest modeled melt 
scenarios from Calov et al. (2015), which span the entire range of other 
suggested models, such as those of Quiquet et al. (2013), Goelzer et al. 
(2016), and Bradley et al. (2018) (Fig. S3). Calov et al. (2015) used 
constraints of present-day surface mass balance partition and the surface 
elevation drop during MIS 5e compared to present at a position about 
200 km upstream of the NEEM (North Greenland Eemian Ice Drilling) 
ice core site. In both scenarios melting starts ramping up at ~127 ka, 
attaining maximum ice loss at ~122 ka before the ice sheet gains mass 
again (Calov et al., 2015). The two scenarios vary in GrIS melt magni-
tude between ~3 m (black curve, Fig. 8A) and ~0.7 m GMSL-equivalent 
(black curve, Fig. 8B). The difference between these two scenarios de-
rives from varying the sensitivity of the ice sheet to warming through the 
melt parameter cm. Next, we use a GIA model to predict RSL in The 
Bahamas (green curve, Fig. 8, see Materials and Methods), which shows 
that RSL closely tracks the ice-equivalent GMSL but can be up to 20% 
lower. This difference is smaller than the 30% difference obtained from 
the purely elastic fingerprint (Hay et al., 2014) because the onset of 
viscous deformation acts to reduce the fingerprint signal. Uncertainties 
in Earth structure lead to small (centimeter to decimeter scale) un-
certainties in the predicted RSL signal in response to GrIS melt (green 
shading, Fig. 8), given that the total contribution of ice melt is on the 
order of meters. We then calculate the ice equivalent GMSL change not 
driven by GrIS melt by removing the RSL signal due to Greenland melt 
from our GMSL curve (red line, Fig. 8). This residual is caused by a 
combination of mountain glacier melt, thermal expansion, and Antarctic 
ice melt. Note that the modeled results of GrIS contribution to global sea 
level by Calov et al. (2015) are similar to models and proxy-based re-
constructions of MIS 5e ice loss suggested by Bradley et al. (2018), 
Dahl-Jensen et al. (2013), Goelzer et al. (2016), Quiquet et al. (2013), 
most likely reaching peak contributions late in MIS 5e. 

We estimate the ice equivalent sea-level change driven by water and 
steric sources other than the GrIS from our GMSL curve estimated using 
both closed-system (Fig. 8A) and open-system (Fig. 8B) ages. Since the 
results for the most likely GMSL curve are very similar between the two 
sets of ages over the entire span of MIS 5e, correcting our samples for 
open-system behavior does not impact the timing and trend of the GrIS 
and non-GrIS melt contributions. The resulting GMSL change, shown in 
blue, includes uncertainties driven by both the inferred GMSL and the 
Greenland-melt-driven sea-level signal. This remainder is a combination 
of mountain glacier melt, thermal expansion, and Antarctic ice melt (and 
its respective fingerprint). Mountain glaciers and thermal expansion 
possibly contributed around 30 cm of sea-level rise, each with un-
certainties about the spatial distribution and temporal evolution of this 
signal (Farinotti et al., 2019; Hoffman et al., 2017). The elastic finger-
print of West Antarctic ice melt on RSL in The Bahamas is ~20%, 
meaning that RSL would overestimate the ice equivalent sea level by this 
amount. However, as shown by Hay et al. (2014) and our calculation for 
GrIS above, this deviation between GMSL and RSL is smaller when the 
viscous effects are included. 

If the GrIS followed the first melt scenario (Fig. 8A), our results 
indicate that the remaining sea-level signal also varies by several meters 
but is asynchronous with the GrIS contribution. Given that mountain 
glaciers and thermal expansion only contribute small amounts to this 

signal, we conclude that this scenario would imply an out of phase 
contribution from the AIS with early melt from Antarctica, followed by 
AIS regrowth above its present volume while GrIS melt peaks at ~122 
ka. Towards the end of the interglacial (~121-116 ka) the GrIS would be 
gaining mass while the AIS would experience renewed melting. In the 
second scenario (Fig. 8B), GrIS melt peaks at a much lower magnitude, 
which reduces the variability of the remaining sea-level signal. How-
ever, the variability in the non-GrIS contribution is still large enough 
that it would require an asynchronous AIS melt signal, though of lower 
amplitude than the first melt scenario. Assuming the remaining signal 
purely reflects AIS melt, this scenario would imply that AIS volume 
reached a minimum around 128-127 ka, then ice regrew until ~121 ka 
and finally AIS melting recommenced and lasted until ~118 ka before 
ice growth towards stage MIS-5d. These simulations are consistent with 
results from Rohling et al. (2019), but there is no agreement in the 
contribution magnitude. 

In both GrIS scenarios, the non-GrIS sea-level component implied by 
the Bahamas data happens early in the interglacial and does not exceed 
~3.5 m (97.5th percentile). This value is the same for both scenarios 
since neither predict any early melt from GrIS. We suggest that the 
majority of this signal would be caused by Antarctic ice melt possibly in 
response to stronger Southern Hemisphere summer high latitude inso-
lation earlier in T-II (~136 ka). A significant contribution of AIS melting 
to the MIS 5e sea-level peak may have occurred during and following 
Heinrich Stadial 11 (~135-130 ka (Marino et al., 2015)), when Northern 
hemisphere ice sheet deglaciation caused a sustained reduction in 
Atlantic meridional overturning circulation that likely warmed the 
Southern Ocean (Clark et al., 2020; Turney et al., 2020). This massive 
meltwater injection to the North Atlantic initiated a bipolar see-saw 
temperature phenomenon, which could explain the asynchronicity of 
Antarctic and Greenland ice mass loss (Marino et al., 2015). The 
occurrence of this meltwater pulse reinforces the positive feedback 
described in Turney et al. (2020), which indicates substantial ice mass 
loss from Antarctica most likely in response to ocean warming early in 
the last interglacial, suggesting that AIS is highly sensitive to rising 
ocean temperatures. 

Our results of a dominant early contribution from the Antarctic ice 
sheet are consistent with a recent study that used last interglacial sea 
level observations from Northwest Europe to fingerprint the contribu-
tion of the Antarctic ice sheet (Barnett et al., 2023). Barnett et al. (2023) 
found that the Antarctic ice sheet contributed approx. 2.5–8 m (1 sigma 
range) during the early MIS 5e, which is at the upper end of our esti-
mates for this time range but overlaps with estimates used by DeConto 
et al. (2021) in Antarctic ice model calibrations. They predict that the 
Antarctic contribution declines towards the end of the MIS 5e to a 
minimum of − 1 to 3 m in contrast to an Antarctic contribution that 
declines to a minimum and then increases again as we predict here. 
However, we emphasize again that details of our predictions (especially 
during the latter part of the MIS 5e) are predicated on a known 
Greenland ice history, which differs from the study by Barnett et al. 
(2023). We also note that if remnants of the Laurentide ice sheet per-
sisted at the beginning of the MIS 5e (Zhou and McManus, 2022), it 
would imply an even smaller AIS during this time (in both our study and 
that by Barnett et al., 2023) to balance the excess ice in the northern 
hemisphere. 

The two GrIS scenarios explored here serve to demonstrate how GrIS 
melt affects RSL in The Bahamas and what inferences could be drawn 
about the history of the Antarctic ice sheet if the GrIS melt component 
were well constrained. We acknowledge that the estimate of GrIS contri-
bution between the different ice models varies in magnitude (from 0 to 5 m 
(Bradley et al., 2018; Goelzer et al., 2016; Quiquet et al., 2013; Yau et al., 
2016)), however, the timing is relatively similar, indicating that our result 
of asynchronous behavior between the northern and southern hemisphere 
is robust (see Fig. S3). Reliable estimates of GIA-corrected sea level from 
locations across the globe will be necessary to jointly fingerprint the 
contributions from the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets. 
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The inferred hemispheric melt scenarios shown in Fig. 7 have 
broader implications for future sea-level rise. The patterns imply that ice 
sheets are very sensitive to peaks in regional summer insolation (e.g., 
anti-phased at precession frequency). MIS 5e atmospheric CO2 levels 
were similar to pre-industrial values, so the 1.5 ◦C globally averaged 
warming was primarily due to enhanced mid to high latitude insolation. 
On the other hand, as the Earth continues to warm due to anthropogenic 
greenhouse gas increases, warming at both poles will be synchronous. 
Thus, one might consider the possibility that the amplitude of the total 
future sea-level change would be equivalent to the summed (rather than 
antiphased) responses shown in Fig. 8. More importantly, this implies 
that using the GMSL estimates of MIS 5e as an analog for or to constrain 
sea-level projections of the future would likely lead to an underestima-
tion of future sea-level rise. 

4. Conclusions 

We present a new collection of 23 high-precision U-series ages of MIS 
5e corals from Crooked and Long Islands, Long Cay, and Eleuthera, in 
The Bahamas. We show that through strict sample screening we were 
able to obtain reliable U-series ages, with all but two samples falling 
within a narrow δ234Uinitial range between 143.8 and 151.3‰. Our 
analysis, which includes a probabilistic assessment of 579 distinct GIA 
models, results in a posterior GMSL curve which likely (68% probability) 
peaked higher than 1 m, but very unlikely (5% probability) exceeded 
2.7 m, when using the open-system corrected ages, which we show are 
more likely than the closed-system ages to reflect the true ages. When 
closed-system ages are considered, the results for the most likely GMSL 
curve are very similar, but the range increases to 5.3 m. Whether open- 
or closed-system ages are used, our most likely GMSL curve is consid-
erably lower than the previously-estimated peak MIS 5e GMSL range of 
5–10 m above present. However, we show that our prediction is not 
necessarily inconsistent with sea level observations at other sites and 
consistent with other studies that have also recently yielded GMSL es-
timates less than 5 m (Clark et al., 2020; Dyer et al., 2021; Polyak et al., 
2018). We highlight that the methodology pioneered by (Potter et al., 
2004) for MIS5a and5c, used by Dyer et al. (2021) for MIS 5e, whereby 
geographical gradients in contemporaneous sea-level indicators are used 
to refine GIA corrections, which can also be applied in other regions of 
the world. This would allow the GMSL estimates proposed here to be 
further refined, especially when paired with high-quality U-series ages 
of carbonates. 

We use this new GMSL estimate to investigate the timing and sources 
of meltwater contributions to MIS 5e sea level by analyzing different 
melt scenarios of GrIS to infer, by difference, the AIS melt contribution. 
Given our relatively constant GIA-corrected sea level in The Bahamas, 
we find that Northern and Southern Hemisphere ice sheets during MIS 
5e melted beyond their present extent and either did not vary in size or, 
more likely given the insolation forcing, melted out-of-phase. In both 
scenarios of GrIS melt that we tested the AIS melts early, and then re-
grows while the GrIS melts. AIS melt then commences again or speeds up 
when the GrIS contribution wanes. This may suggest that GrIS melt 
peaks at ~122 ka, which would increase GMSL, could cause a destabi-
lization of marine-based sectors in Antarctica, leading to AIS retreat. 
Since MIS 5e warming was likely driven by insolation, which would 
have impacted each hemisphere at different times, our estimates indi-
cate that individual ice sheets may still be very sensitive to regional 
temperature change. We acknowledge that existing estimates of the GrIS 
contribution are still uncertain; this highlights the need for additional 
reliable estimates of GMSL with tightly constrained chronologies from 
different locations to fingerprint the contribution from the Greenland 
and Antarctic ice sheet to MIS 5e GMSL. 
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